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PACIFIC SALES
KITCHEN & HOME
A Best Buy Company
That means we’re all treating our homes with a little extra care. From a safe environment to a place to entertain and connect, the home is our sanctuary, providing comfort from a rather challenging world. So, choosing the right products to enhance those feelings is vital. Design, functionality, craftsmanship—key focal points of any entry—one step further away from becoming “home base.”

With utmost admiration, we see you, the trade professional, with your tireless dedication to serving not only your own clients, but your artistic expression as well. Well, we look to you as fellow collaborators. In addition to remodeling several of our showrooms this year, we’re expanding upon ways to make you and your clients lives as simple and safe as possible with virtual consultations, wall phone, video, and online chat, as well as the expansion of our in-home design managers throughout Southern California.

This book comes to you with the hope of serving and inspiring your next project, no matter how simple or intricate it may be. We thank our friends, partners, manufacturers, and everyone else who played a part in this, a now evergreen capsule of assortments from our timeless collection of brands.

From entry level to luxury, Pacific Sales remains a key ingredient in the recipe for inspiration.

Michael Rhodes
Senior Director of Pacific Sales
Live Small, Think Big
Conquer even the smallest spaces with assortments from your favorite brands.

Color Comes Home
Invite a color scheme into your home you trust, customization welcome!

Culture, Cooking & the Balance Between
Learn from technology, share laughs, challenge and change us to better serve our needs.

Let’s Get Connected
Learn how technology has taught, challenged and changed us to better serve our needs.

Here When You Need Us
Simple questions or complex projects, your Pacific Sales consultant is here.

Inspired Living

Assorted for the Home

Smart Home
Connect your favorite places in the home with the latest technologies.

Kitchen
Immerse in the delights of your personal kitchen assortment.

Bathroom
The case you’ve dreamed of is now within your grasp.

Outdoor
Take to the outdoors with the widest selection for entertaining.

Laundry
That harmonious space where comfort meets convenience and style.

Media Room
Sit back and truly relax for a moment of entertainment and delight.

Custom Theater
Experience breathtaking sights and sounds with your home theater system.
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Inspired Living
You can feel it. The space of your dreams is so tantalizingly close, with ideas in mind and intentions set. But what happens when you’re standing alone in your soon-to-be dreamscape and questions arise?

Enter our Home Experts, capable of guidance and know-how customized for your needs.

Pacific Sales wants to be part of your project, aiding in the realization of your space however possible. With our tiered system of experts, start with a simple chat (whether online, over the phone or in person); a skilled advisor comes prepared to further understand your goals so possibilities can be discovered together.

Need a helping hand throughout? We’re capable and prepared with seasoned experts, certified in an array of technological savvy. We’ll be there for you from start to finish of any project, ensuring you not only see results, but understand your systems as well.

When things are set up and ready to function, we’re still available when you need us! Acting as your personal concierge, lean on Pacific Sales for ongoing questions, suggestions and specialty design queries. We’ll manage as much as you need for the smoothest experience possible, leaving you to enjoy and indulge in the space you’ve made a reality.

With expert specialists and a wide selection of both luxury and entry-level products, we’re a trusted partner for builders, contractors and designers and a go-to solution for consumers of all project sizes.
Since inception, Pacific Sales’ goal, first and foremost, has been to enrich the lives of our clients. We’ve seen mere dreams bloom into full-blown realities all from the shared perspective, both client and brands alike, to achieve whatever is possible and more. This continuation of work has seen a myriad of transformations, namely the resurgence of innovations in the technology landscape. With the rapid incorporation of more custom-focused systems, there can definitely be a moment of dissonance.

How can technology elevate my current experience? What can these new systems do for me? What possibilities even exist?

It can be plain daunting approaching these questions when the capabilities themselves are so new and vast. Luckily, Pacific Sales prepares to not only educate, but excite and inspire on these fresh-facing innovations.

Michael Rhodes, senior director of Pacific Sales, believes technology in the home needs to be a blend of purpose and intuition.

“Having smart devices with apps to control every appliance is not enough. Technology for the sake of technology is neither helpful nor fun and can be downright frustrating.”

The solution to this frenzied feeling, according to Rhodes, lies in the arts of technology creates solutions.

“Technology means better performance—keeping foods fresher longer in the kitchen, or creating your own personal spa with a steam shower, aromatherapy and chromotherapy,” says Rhodes. “And other solutions come in the form of sustainability, with using less energy and water.”

Creating solutions, even unforeseen upon initial glance, is the future of the in-home technology. No matter the wishes of a client, they come to the experts with prospects in hand.

Let’s Get CONNECTED
Many clients that are building or remodeling want brands where technology shows up as both artwork and function.

“Many clients that are building or remodeling want brands where technology shows up as both artwork and function.”

Brands not only recognize this expectation but deliver with customization never before executed at such a high level. Tucked away and cleverly hidden, many systems now lead with aesthetics and accompanying tech remains uncompromised. However your journey leads to these more connected systems, take comfort in knowing any sort of apprehension in this connected world is not only welcome, but expected!

“At times this need is aesthetics-leading with technology expected to work behind the scenes. Brands reinforce the diversity these new possibilities bring to the design-focused clientele.”

There is nothing wrong with being ‘old school’ or a ‘purest’ in the tech space, says Rhodes. “There is nothing wrong with being ‘old school’ or a ‘purest’ in the tech space,” says Rhodes. The beauty of having at-home quandaries in the educated place that comes as readily available (see page 7) as are the assortments themselves...

“Many [clients] that are building or remodeling want brands where technology shows up as both artwork and function.”

“In the connected world many systems now lead with aesthetics, accomplished designerly feats while the accompanying tech remains uncompromised. However your journey leads to these more connected systems, take comfort in knowing any sort of apprehension in this connected world is not only welcome, but expected!”

No project for your home, kitchen or bath proves lacking in size. Whether a simple doorknob install for a condo or an elaborate integrated home induction, we have design managers prepared to serve from inspiration to realization.

So let your mind wander, dare to dream of the possibilities. A moment of curiosity to existing tech-focused capabilities of the modern world. Invite these systems into your space and leave the hustle of the outside world at the door.

“There is nothing wrong with being ‘old school’ or a ‘purest’ in the tech space,” says Rhodes. The beauty of having at-home quandaries in the educated place that comes as readily available (see page 7) as are the assortments themselves...

No project for your home, kitchen or bath proves lacking in size. Whether a simple doorknob install for a condo or an elaborate integrated home induction, we have design managers prepared to serve from inspiration to realization.

So let your mind wander, dare to dream of the possibilities. A moment of curiosity to existing tech-focused capabilities of the modern world. Invite these systems into your space and leave the hustle of the outside world at the door.
A premium smart home integrates every aspect of your home into one easy-to-control ecosystem. Control your lights, home entertainment system, thermostat, window blinds, garage door, doorbell and so much more all together, with the Savant app on your smartphone, tablet or smart home control pad. It’s as easy as pushing one button to bring your entire home to life or turning everything off at the end of the day. Let us show you what’s possible.

With a premium smart home, you can create scenes. With a push of a button, hit “Welcome Home.” With this simple command, select lights come on, the thermostat adjusts to a predetermined temperature, your TV will come on to a specific channel and the window blinds will open. Use your voice, an app on your phone or the touchscreen on your wall.

Inside your Smart Home

With a premium smart home, you can create scenes. With a push of a button, hit “Welcome Home.” With this simple command, select lights come on, the thermostat adjusts to a predetermined temperature, your TV will come on to a specific channel and the window blinds will open. Use your voice, an app on your phone or the touchscreen on your wall.

Savant 14
Put your entire home in the palm of your hand.

Lutron 15
Enhance every space of the home with timeless solutions.

Ring 16
Secure as it is dependable. Ring keeps the mind at ease.

SI 17
The environment is yours to change, with custom shading from SI.

Access Networks 18
Keep connected with high-power speeds, indoors and out.

Luxul 19
The fullest breadth of integrated smart home features.
Savant offers premium smart home systems personalized for the way you live. Put your entire home in the palm of your hand: lighting, entertainment, audio, climate. One button all on, one button all off, with dedicated scenes that bring any mood to any space from your Savant Pro Remote or Pico wireless touch screen. Alexa voice control or the simple-to-use app, Savant makes managing every aspect of your home easy.

Savant Pro Remote with voice control
Savant lighting with Touchmate
Simple-to-use app on any smart device
Savant Thermostat control

For decades, Lutron has been at the forefront of lighting control and automated window shades. With distinctly crafted designs and innovative technologies, everything they create enhances the atmosphere of your personal space. Today, Lutron channels the power of performance and turns technology into a timeless solution for the most discerning lifestyles and spaces.

Caséta Wireless Smart Lighting Dimmer Switch Starter Kit
P-BDG-PKG1W-R3
Caséta Lighting App
Lutron App
Caséta Pro Wireless Control for Audio
PS0-2BNWCA02
Caséta Outdoor Smart Plug
PS-OUT1-BL

Featured Assortment
Indoor shades are an expression of your home's aesthetic, adding beauty, comfort and convenience to your lifestyle. Screen Innovations Nano shades are the most innovative and compact designer shades to ever hit the market. Available in a broad range of motorized (that can be paired with your home's smart system) and manual options, Nano /fits every shading situation. Inspired by popular decorator colors, SI offers over 100 of the most popular fabrics to complement any home decor.

Put a ring of security around your home. Ring is on a mission to make neighborhoods safer. With their world-renowned easy-to-use home security devices, they offer convenience and peace of mind so you always feel protected — home or away.

Featured Assortment
A complete smart home solution takes planning, engineering and professional installation to ensure all of the wires are hidden and everything works seamlessly. Thankfully we have you covered. Speak with a Home Expert or Designer and let them show you everything that's possible, from what you want controlled, to how you want it controlled, even outfitting the home entertainment racks in your home so everything works together perfectly.

A strong wireless signal is paramount in ensuring your smart home system works as it should. With professional grade networking solutions from Access Networks and Luxul, your signal will be stronger, faster and reach every corner of your home, including outside.
Curated with the spirit of creativity, immerse yourself in cuisines that bring not only nostalgia, but a yearning to be shared in the dwelling place that is your dream kitchen.

Specialty Ventilation

Keep things clean & clear with mastery ventilation systems.

Fixtures and faucets unite for the ultimate décor experience.

Kitchen Technology

Imbue your space with innovative, smart home technologies.

The shortest assortments for all your kitchen needs.

Miele

Ease of use in the forefront. Miele commits to customer satisfaction.

Dacor

Create a modern kitchen space with contemporary design.

Dacor

Explore the space that defines and inspires with Thermador.

Thermador

Wolf, Sub-Zero, Cove

Dedicated to design & function. The kitchen is yours to create.

Viking

Unleash commercial-grade appliances into your kitchen.
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Culinary Control
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Bertazzoni

Café

Kickstart your dream kitchen and indulge in the best the world has to offer. Whether your dream kitchen is a cozy nook or a grand fountain of culinary delights, let your imagination run wild. Let your passion for cooking guide the way as you create a space that embodies your unique style and preferences. From sleek modern appliances to classic mid-century designs, find your inspiration in the world of kitchen design.
A monument of functionality and design, Sub-Zero, Wolf, and Cove specialize in a full kitchen creation. Dedicated to refrigeration, cooking, and dish-washing fixtures, the kitchen is yours to create with Sub-Zero, Wolf, and Cove.
For over 70 years, the landscape of kitchen appliances has been defined, shaped, and reimagined by the makers of Sub-Zero, Wolf, and Cove, a brand specializing in the crafting and delivery of high-end, enduring-quality kitchen appliances. Their notoriety spans the creative space as well, known for their iconic, eye-popping red dials and custom colorways.

**Featured Assortment**

- **48” Dual Fuel Range** - 6 Burners & Infrared Charbroiler
  - 48” Dual Fuel Range - 6 Burners & Infrared Charbroiler
  - PF48BC

- **36” Sealed Burner Range** - 4 Burners & Infrared Griddle
  - 36” Sealed Burner Range - 4 Burners & Infrared Griddle
  - SRT364G

- **36” Classic Over-Under Refrigerator/Freezer + Glass Door**
  - 36” Classic Over-Under Refrigerator/Freezer + Glass Door
  - BI-36UG/S

- **24” Dishwasher with Water Softener - Panel Ready**
  - 24” Dishwasher with Water Softener - Panel Ready
  - DW2450WS

- **42” Pro Wall Hood - 27” Depth**
  - 42” Pro Wall Hood - 27” Depth
  - PW422718

Immerse your kitchen in the rich heritage of Sub-Zero, Wolf, and Cove with the 48” Dual Fuel Range, equipped with six classic burners and an infrared charbroiler. The dual-stacked, sealed burners provide an even cooking experience while the 36” Classic Over-Under Refrigerator/Freezer + Glass Door stands by for all storage needs. When post-meal cleanup arrives, rely on the 24” Dishwasher with Water Softener for a total, spot-free clean and adjustable water softness for maximum sanitation.
The spirit of sustainability lives within the kitchen designs of Fisher and Paykel. A thirst for knowledge drives these appliances and fixtures, working to fulfill basic human needs as well as innate comforts.

Ensure that everything has its place in the 36" Freestanding French Door Refrigerator and Freezer, with a cleverly adaptable energy system to ensure perfect temperatures. Own every inch of your oven with the Double Oven, 30" 10 Function, self-cleaning technologies and a built-in microprocessor that monitors and adjusts the heat using a four-way convection system.

**Featured Assortment**

- **48" Dual Fuel Range**
  - 6 Burners with Grill
  - RDV2-486GD-N-N

- **48" Gas Rangetop**
  - 6 Burners with Grill
  - CPV2-486GL-N

- **30" Double Oven**
  - 10 Function, Self-Cleaning
  - WODV230-N

- **36" Freestanding French Door Refrigerator Freezer**
  - RF201ACUSX1_N

- **24" Double DishDrawer™**
  - DD24DV2T9 N

- **48" Wall Range Ventilation Hood**
  - HCB48-12 N
Viking continues to challenge the narrative of the art of cooking. A marriage of efficiency and experience drives the forces of innovation behind Viking’s introduction of commercial-grade appliances into your very own kitchen.
Originating the professional-grade range systems in homes throughout the country, Viking leads in industry innovations. Through foresight and a passion for delivering consumer needs, over 40 years of creation has given Viking the tools to deliver quality results.

The Viking 7 Series places the power in your range cooktops, with key features like custom simmers and patented CoolLit™ LED backlit knobs. Throughout the cooking process, rest assured the Built-In Ventilator for Wall Hood uses heat sensing features to automatically adapt ventilation for ultimate comfort and safety.

Featured Assortment

- **48” 7 Series Dual Fuel Range**
  - VDR7482
- **48” 7 Series Gas Rangetop**
  - VRT7486G
- **30” Electric Single French-Door Oven**
  - VSOF7301
- **30” Fully Integrated Refrigerator & Freezer**
  - VFR7300 & VFI7300
- **24” Dishwasher with Water Softener**
  - FDWU524WS
- **48” x 18” High Built-In Ventilator for Wall Hood**
  - VBCV54838

[Image of Viking 7 Series range system]
With its roots deep in highly engineered cooking machines, Bertazzoni offers complete kitchen solutions no matter who you're cooking for. Embrace generations-old practices in the curation of the design and placement of each key feature of Bertazzoni.

Explore the intricate, Italian-inspired details within the 48" All-Gas Range 6 Brass Burners & Griddle, with two dual ring 19,000 BTU power burners capable of quick boiling water while the 4 additional Monobloc burners perform at a modest 750 BTUs. With custom fitting and built-in options, your kitchen space is free to the imagination.

Featured Assortment

- **48" All-Gas Range 6 Brass Burners & Griddle**
  - PROF486GGASXT
- **48" Gas Rangetop 6 Brass Burners & Electric Griddle**
  - PROF486GRTBXT
- **30" Electric Convection Oven**
  - PROF30FSEXT
- **30" & 24" Built-in Refrigerator & Freezer Columns**
  - REF30RCPIXR, REF24FCIPRR
- **24" Integrated Dishwasher**
  - DW24XT
- **36" Wallmount Hood, Glass Front**
  - KG36X
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Proud Tradition

A Best Buy Company

Pacific Sales
Culinary creations know no bounds in a Thermador kitchen. Pursuing the art of innovation, a Thermador space has carefully been crafted in detail by an arsenal of leading architects and designers alike. Explore the spaces that define and intrigues us.
For over a century, presenting luxury in new, tactful ways has been the everlasting goal of Thermador. From the introduction of the common cooktop to the American household to the incorporation of personalized looks in column refrigeration, the milestones remain endless in Thermador’s mission to imagine and create.

**Featured Assortment**

- **60” Pro Grand® Commercial Depth Dual Fuel Steam Range**
  - PRG606WESG

- **48” Professional Rangetop**
  - PCG486WL

- **30” Professional Single Wall Oven**
  - POD301RW

- **30” Built-in Fridge and Freezer Column**
  - T30IF905SP & T30IR905SP

- **24” Professional Stainless Steel Topaz® Dishwasher**
  - DWHD660WFP

- **48” Professional Chimney Wall Hood**
  - HPCN48WS

With the iconic Pedestal Star® Burner with QuickClean Base®, precise heat distribution is paired with the easiest cleanup solution. Dishcare solace in the **48” Professional Star Sapphire Dishwasher**, equipped with the Entertainer’s Drawer, Star Glow lighting, and Star Speed® technologies capable of a quick, 20-minute wash cycle.
Give your kitchen all the vigor and personality it deserves with Café. Diversity dominates their assortments of edgy and bold pieces, crafted to embody those who choose them.

Seize every corner of your kitchen with the compact, 30” Smart Built-In Convection French-Door Double Wall Oven. Ultra-customizable from handles to finish, the French door design offers ergonomic solutions to each culinary creation. Following the pattern, the French-Door Refrigerator with Keurig® K-Cup® Brewing System creates a one-stop location for your food storage and java enjoyment.

### Featured Assortment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C2Y366P2MS1</td>
<td>36” Dual Fuel Professional Range 6 Burners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUS06P2MS1</td>
<td>30” Side-by-Side Refrigerator with 6 Burners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTD90FP2NS1</td>
<td>36” Smart Built-In Convection French-Door Double Wall Oven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYE22UP2MS1</td>
<td>French-Door Refrigerator with Keurig® K-Cup® Brewing System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDT875P2NS1</td>
<td>24” Smart Stainless Steel Interior Dishwasher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVW93612MSS</td>
<td>36” Commercial Style Hood</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It appears that within each finite detail, a grander picture takes shape. This theory finds validation in the intricate designs of Monogram. Seemingly personalized in craftsmanship, the blend in look and form presents itself at every angle in Monogram.
Through extensive consideration of materials and build, Monogram recently developed three key pillars to support their new assortments: Materials, Performance, and Ownership. Each of these facets drives the idea of commitment, whether with consumers, clients, designers, etc. Through the responsible sourcing of the highest quality material, like sapphire glass or commercial grade steel, the results truly speak for themselves.

**Featured Assortment**

- **48” Dual Fuel Professional Range with 6 Burners & Griddle**
  - ZDP486NDTSS

- **48” Professional Gas Rangetop with 6 Burners & Griddle**
  - ZGU486NDTSS

- **30” Built in Single Electric Convection Wall Oven**
  - ZTSX1FPSNSS

- **48” Smart Built-in Side-by-Side Refrigerator with Dispenser**
  - ZISS480DNSS

- **Smart Fully Integrated Dishwasher**
  - ZDT985SPNSS

- **48” Stainless Steel Professional Hood**
  - ZV48SSJSS

With the power of the 30” Built-in Single Electric Convection Wall Oven at your fingertips, experience the LCD touch screen controls and scan-to-cook capabilities when dealing with prepackaged meals and beyond. Keep it all stored in the spacious 48” Smart Built-in Side-by-Side Refrigerator with added dispenser for glassware of all sizes including pitchers and robust tumblers.
Bosch encompasses all the functionality expected within the kitchen and beyond. Whether a minor upgrade or full kitchen remodel, the options are limitless with the idea of living life effortlessly. Interwoven aesthetic choices and clever design decisions lead Bosch into the kitchens of tomorrow today.

Clad in a rich, matte black, the 36” Gas Cooktop with Tempered Glass with the addition of FlameSelect® prepares precise cooking results. The easily removable surface grates and tempered glass cooktop offer simple cleaning solutions with a modern look.

Achieve optimum produce storage with the 36/uni2033 Built-in Bottom Freezer Refrigerator, including the built-in fresh system and MultiAirFlow™ cooling technology, boosting air circulation for an even temperature.

3.7 cu. ft. Freestanding Gas Range
HGS8055UC

36” Gas Cooktop, Tempered Glass
NGMP677UC

30” Speed Microwave Combination Oven
HBLP752UC

19.4 cu. ft. French Door Built-in Refrigerator
B36BT935NS

24” Smart Stainless Steel Interior Dishwasher
SHX89PW75N

36” Commercial-Style Hood
HCG56651UC

In Every Detail
Miele asks only for your trust within the build and function of their premium appliances. Following their initial brand promise, “Immer Besser” (forever better), their devotion to serving each consumer remains the cornerstone of business. With ease of use and simplification in the forefront, Miele commits entirely to customer satisfaction.
Since 1899, Miele not only surpassed expectations in the kitchen sector, but continues to challenge the standard. Through rigorous stress and endurance tests of every product, their confidence and guarantee behind their assortments only further complement the initial design. Through aesthetics alone, Miele presents a look of elegance that surpasses all expectation. Combined with an ongoing movement to more sustainable initiatives, it is clear Miele cares about the journey as much as the destination.

**Featured Assortment**

- **36" Dual Fuel Range**
  - HR 1934-2 G
- **Gas Cooktop with 2 Dual Wok Burners**
  - KM 3484 G
- **30" Built-in Convection Oven**
  - H 6880-2 BP
- **Built-in MasterCool™ Refrigerator & Freezer**
  - K 2901 SF, F 2811 Vi
- **24" Fully Integrated Dishwasher**
  - G 7566 SCVi
- **48" Wall Ventilation Hood**
  - DA 5428 W

The power of wash exceeds expectation with the 24" Fully Integrated Dishwasher equipped with easy to load 3D MultiFlex Tray and BrilliantLight settings with integrated PowerDisk. Never compromise space again with the capabilities Miele offer with the 30" Built-in Convection Oven - designed for seamless fit into any wall or counter.
KitchenAid is made for people who love to cook, and continues to make the kitchen a place of endless possibility. Prepare every meal with not only an inspired mind, but with heart at the forefront. Seek and find solutions for any cooking blockade with the ease of KitchenAid.

Dare to craft innovative dishes with the aid of the 36” Smart Commercial-Style Dual Fuel Range with 6 Burners, equipped with a dual fuel range system plus two 20,000 BTU Ultra Power™ Dual-Flame Burners and Even-Heat™ True Convection for the most diversified experience yet. Play around with KitchenAid’s first single wall oven and interchangeable attachments, with such capabilities as baking, broiling and Even-Heat™ True Convection.

Featured Assortment:

36” Smart Commercial-Style Dual Fuel Range with 6 Burners
KFDC506JMH

48” 6-Burner Commercial-Style Gas Rangetop with Griddle
KCGC558JSS

30” Smart Single Oven with Powered Attachments
KOSE900HSS

36” Built-in Side by Side Refrigeration
KBSD618ESS

24” Dishwasher with Third Rack and LED Interior Lighting
KDPM804KPS

30” Convection Microwave Hood Combination
KMHC319KPS
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Make it Personal
Coming together to experience the moments that matter—that’s Dacor. Creating a modern kitchen space with contemporary and professional design where everyone is welcome remains the cornerstone of Dacor’s vision. Enjoy and welcome.

Taste for Simplicity
Delving into both the function and look of their assortments, Dacor thrives in the kitchen space, serving sleek, clean designs that let the utilitarian aspects shine through. User interface is key, with stylized touch points to stay connected, stress-free, and bend of all cooking with ease.

Rely on the 36” Smart Commercial-Style Dual Fuel Range with 6 Burners to tackle any culinary challenge that awaits you, with Four Part Pure Convection and zero flavor transfer ensuring each dish is as flavorful as possible. With the SimmerSear Burners, precise heat application allows proper searing, sautéing and everything in between.

Featured Assortment

- 48” Gas Range: HGPR48
- 48” Rangetop: HRTP486
- 27” Double Wall Oven: HWO227P
- WineStation: DYWS4
- 24” Dishwasher: DDW24M999U
- 48” Wall Hood: DHD48M987W
Expressive and strikingly bold, Rise™ from JennAir de/shorties convention, offering full/shortledged experiences within their assortment. Seek and /shortind commercial, yet classically traditional design choices from pioneering minds behind JennAir.

With precision-drilled brass burners, the Rise™ 48” Gas Professional-Style Range With Grill amps up the heat, showcasing luminary LEDs that radiate a soft glow to signal when a burner is lit. When all is said and done, load up the TriFecta™ Wash System, capable of delivering a semi-silent, energy efficient clean with the three-stage filtration technology and Wi-Fi connectivity.

Featured Assortment

- 48” Gas Professional-Style Range with Grill
- 30” Microwave/Refrigerator with Multimode® Convection
- 36” Freestanding Range with Superba® Evolution
- 24” & 30” Built-In Refrigerator & Freezer Column & Panel Kit
- 24” ProLin® Dishwasher
- 30” Professional Low Profile Under Cabinet Hood
- 24” & 30” Built-In Refrigerator & Freezer Column & Panel Kit

Defiant Beauty
Animated with a lively spirit, JennAir’s Noir™ series encapsulates the free thinkers among us in every detail of their assortment. With progressive modernistic detailing like sheer black glass and interwoven texture, touch seems the best way to truly experience Noir™.

Investigate every inch of the Noir™ collection, with a myriad of material usage, exclusive to this line alone. Pulling cooking into the modern era, explore the power behind Multimode® Convection in the 30” Double Wall Oven, shrouded in mystery by the enhanced veil of darkened glass. Find inspiration from the full-color recipe imagery offered and guided culinary experiences, prepared to deliver a versatility like none other.

**Featured Assortment**

- **48” Gas Professional Style Range with Gril:** JEP367BM
- **48” Gas RangeTop:** JGCP748HM
- **30” Double Wall Oven with Multimode® Convection:** JXW2830IM
- **48” Built-In Side-by-Side Refrigerator & Panel Kit:** JS42NXFXDE, JBSFS42NHM
- **48” Trifecta™ Dishwasher:** JDTSS246GM
- **30” Lustre Stainless Canopy Wall Hood:** JXW8536HS
Samsung believes each and every space should perform for you at the highest frequency of ease, and the kitchen is no exception. Rather, the kitchen has become a space of connection, which can be found both within the appliances we use every day and the users themselves. Investing in Samsung means investing in smarter solutions.

Accessories are welcome when the 36" Gas Cooktop with Dual Power Burner is present, with a wok grate and optional add-on griddle, all atop an even-cooking surface. Take notice of the Slide-In Induction Range with Virtual Flame Technology, emitting an LED shortlame to indicate visual heat-level control.

**Featured Assortment**

- Slide-In Gas Range with FlexDuo™ & Dual Door
- 36" Gas Cooktop with Dual Power Burner
- 36" Flex Duo™ Double Wall Oven
- 3-Door French Door Refrigerator with Family Hub™
- 36" Linear Wash Dishwasher
- 36" Wall Mount Hood

**Models:**
- NX58K9850SS
- NA36N7755TS
- NQ70M7770DS
- RF27T5501SR/AA
- DW80R9950US/AA
- NK30K7000WS/A2

** Truman’s**

Samsung

**Pacific Sales**

Tailored to Taste
Convenience to you and your lifestyle— that's the LG way. With a plethora of smart kitchen solutions to keep you in the know and in control, LG challenges industry standards in the way we think of both meal preparation and enjoyment. Factors like spatial awareness, time constraints, and usability are all key ingredients in LG’s recipe for your culinary triumph.

No matter the meal size, the 30” Double Built-In Wall Oven features a large-capacity oven, with even, hot air flow and four modes for expert results. Stay informed of the contents of your fridge with the 36” Smart InstaView™ Door-in-Door® Refrigerator, including a two-knock system, allowing insight inside the compartments without the energy loss of opening the door.

**Featured Assortment**

- 30” Smart Dual Fuel Double Oven Range
- 36” LG STUDIO Gas Cooktop
- 30” LG STUDIO Double Built-In Wall Ovens
- 36” Smart InstaView™ Door-in-Door® Refrigerator
- 30” LG STUDIO Double Built-In Wall Ovens
- 36” LG STUDIO Gas Cooktop
- 24” Top Control Smart Dishwasher
- 30” LG STUDIO Wall Mount Chimney Hood
- 24” LG STUDIO Wall-Mounted Chimney Hood

**Peace of Mind**

A Best Buy Company
The essence of time is not only saved, but put to better use with GE’s modern kitchen assortments. Delivering flexibility and organization within every function, unexpected convenience breeds sheer satisfaction.

**Featured Assortment**

- **30” Smart Slide-In Gas Double Convection Oven Range**
  - Model: PGS960SELSS

- **36” Smart 4-Door French-Door Refrigerator**
  - Model: PVD28BYNFS

- **30” Smart Built-In Convection Double Wall Oven**
  - Model: PTD9000SNSS

- **24” Top Control Dishwasher with Stainless Steel Interior**
  - Model: PDT785SYNFS

**Featured Assortment**

- **36” Smart Slide-in Gas Range**
  - Model: WEGA25H0HZ

- **36” Counter Depth 4-Door Refrigerator**
  - Model: WRQA59CNKZ

- **30” Smart Combination Wall Oven with Touchscreen**
  - Model: WOC75EC0HS

- **24” Smart Dishwasher with Stainless Steel Tub**
  - Model: WDT975SAHZ

Built for the modern family, however demystified, Whirlpool continues to serve come mealtime. With innovative decisions to further inform and connect, smart technologies and efficient craftsmanship earn Whirlpool a seat at the table.
A purpose-driven approach—that's the promise of Zephyr. The use of ingenuity to not only serve the customer, but to surprise and delight with thoughtful solutions remains a staple in Zephyr’s philosophy for success in the kitchen.

With over 60 years of refined, carefully crafted products, Imperial delivers excellence to completing any kitchen environment. Performance to this day remains the secret behind these robust ventilation systems offered and it is this willingness to perform that grants Imperial a rightful place in the home.

**ZEPHYR**

- 36/uni2033 Duo Wall
- ADU-M90BSX
- 36/uni2033 Wave Wall
- AWA-M90AWX
- 36/uni2033 Layers Island
- ALL-M90BWX
- 36/uni2033 Titan Island
- AK7736AS

**Imperial**

- 48/uni2033 Island Range Hood
- ISP1900PS1-TWSB-8
- 48/uni2033 Wall Range Hood
- WHP1900PS1-TWB-8
- 48/uni2033 Range Hood Insert w/ Ba/f_f.shortle Filters
- C2000PS1-TWB
- 48/uni2033 Island Range Hood
- ISN2000PS1-TWSB-8

**Pacific Sales**
Enjoy the classics, with Waterstone’s Traditional Wheel Pulldown Faucet with a pulley-braking system to prevent handle snap back when released. For the more grandiose, look to the Gantry® Pulldown Faucet – 12” Articulated Spout or the Hampton Bridge Faucet, both with architectural marvels in mind and in ease of use, blending perfectly with a brassy charm.

Original American design. Waterstone faucets are handcrafted with integrity, embodying a respect for materiality, design, engineering and American craftsmanship. From sculptural modern centerpieces to subdued traditional styles, every collection is distinctive, distinctive, and proudly made in the USA.

Art & Technology

WATERSTONE
FAUCETS

Original American design. Waterstone faucets are handcrafted with integrity, embodying a respect for materiality, design, engineering and American craftsmanship. From sculptural modern centerpieces to subdued traditional styles, every collection is distinctive, distinctive, and proudly made in the USA.

Hampton Bridge Faucet – Cross Handles
Model 6350

Annapolis Prep Faucet
Model 4800

Pembroke Bar Faucet – Cross Handles
Model 1552

Featured Assortment

Traditional Wheel Pulldown Faucet
Model 5100

Traditional Gantry® Pulldown Faucet – 12” Articulated Spout
Model 4410-12

Traditional Wall Mounted Pot/shortiler – Cross Handle
Model 3150

Pondside Bar Faucet – Cross Handles
Model 4900

Traditional Wall Mounted Pulldown – Cross Handle
Model 7900

Annapolis Prep Faucet – Cross Handles
Model 4800

Copy-the-classic, with Waterstone’s Traditional Wheel Pulldown Faucet with a pulley-braking system to prevent handle snap back when released. For the more grandiose look to the Gantry® Pulldown Faucet – 12” Articulated Spout or the Hampton Bridge Faucet both with architectural marvels in mind and in ease of use, blending perfectly with a brassy charm.
Brizo embarks on a quest to inspire
be remembered. Cutting-edge and
future thinking count on the innovative
behaviors smart assortments to
not only perform but to find answers
to ambitious and exciting questions.

Brizo embarks on a quest to inspire
be remembered. Cutting-edge and
future thinking count on the innovative
behaviors smart assortments to
not only perform but to find answers
to ambitious and exciting questions.

Follow the noticeable curvature of Brizo’s TRESA® Two Handle Bridge Prep Faucet, pieced together to quite in fact “bridge”

age-old designs and modern function. In contrast, marvel at the vibrancy in the Jason Wu For Brizo™ Pull-Down Faucet,

with a dipped, matte white finish and customized handle finished of wood and metal alike.
Creating better results for an ever-changing landscape remains Kohler’s commitment in the kitchen. Through both design and implementation, Kohler finds solutions for innovation obstacles, seeking to redefine ‘bold’.

**Featured Assortment**

- **Sensate® Kitchen Faucet with KOHLER® Konnect™**
- **Cairn® Single-Handle Mixer / Professional Kitchen Sink Faucet**
- **Artifacts® Touchless Pull-Down Kitchen Sink Faucet**
- **Purist® Two-Hole Deck Mount Bridge Kitchen Sink Faucet**
- **Artifacts® Bar Sink Faucet, Victorian Spout Design**
- **Crue™ Single-Handle Semi-Professional Kitchen Sink Faucet**
- **Graze® Deck-Mount Pot Filler Faucet**

Smart water solutions await with the Sensate® Kitchen Faucet with KOHLER® Konnect™ capable of monitoring quality, measurements and on-demand usage. Test the waters of your kitchen style with a more intricate piece like the Purist® Two-Hole Bridge Faucet, a lofty, high-neck spout adorned with conveniently placed features.
Emanating a professional-grade look and feel, the Vector Kitchen Center Sink comes hand-crafted with a slim-cut rim for the utmost utilization of space. Filling and measuring become second nature with the aid of the Farm House Pot Filler, incorporating filtered water options whilst undertaking any culinary endeavor.

Featured Assortment

- Action Pro Pull-Out Faucet Stainless Steel FF3880
- Vector Kitchen Center Stainless Steel HFVC3322
- Absolite Pull Down Faucet Polished Chrome PF3300
- Farm House Pot Filler Polished Chrome PF2000
- Hot and Cold Filtered Water Dispenser LH1200
- Culinary Center Stainless Steel CUX16021

Dedicated to the entertainers and innovators, step into the kitchen you’ve always intended. Manifested from a place of passion to create. Franke envisions dreams fulfilled for each and every assortment to further serve in the kitchen space.
Robust in form, explore options like the Ikon 33 1¾ Low Divide Apron Front Sink, crafted from high-quality granite composite. While heat, scratch and stain resistant, these sinks arrive equipped to handle various size capacities with an ease of access into a double bowl system. Partnered with choices like the Solenta Hands-Free Sensor Faucet, innovation meets interface. Blanco accompanies you into a kitchen space of comfort, familiarity and loyalty. Loyalty to you when called upon for over 90 years between the hectic of each day and in the commitment to continue serving you. Loyal to you when called upon for over 90 years in the kitchen, rely on Blanco.
Since the founding in England in 1897, Shaws put their time, passion and pride into every fireclay sink created. Each is handmade by a single master craftsman, taught by the master craftsmen who came before. The result is as individual as the artisan who signed it.

It’s the art of the mix and match that makes Newport Brass a beacon of flawless beauty. With materials forged for up to 30 different finishes, the options remain infinite and the style uncompromised.
Bowers & Wilkins was originally known for the look and sound of their floorstanding speakers. But over the years they’ve taken this sound, design, engineering and technology and delivered it to every room in your home. From in-ceiling speakers to the Formation Suite of wireless speakers, if exceptional audio that looks stunning is your goal, look no further.

Sonance likes to say they are a design company that makes speakers. Nowhere is this more evident than in their architectural speakers, which produce great audio when they’re on, and nearly disappear when they’re off. To integrate with your room’s design, Sonance architectural speakers are designed to match the look and shape of your in-ceiling lightings—so everything is cohesive, clean and elegant.

**Featured Assortment**

- Visual Performance 8" 2-Way In-Ceiling Speaker
- Visual Performance 6-1/2" 2-Way In-Ceiling Speaker
- Visual Performance 6-1/2" 2-Way In-Ceiling Speaker
- Visual Performance 8" 2-Way In-Ceiling Speaker with Wireless Streaming
- CI600 Series 6" In-Ceiling Speaker with Dual Tweeter
- CI600 Series 8" 2-Way In-Ceiling Speaker with Wireless Streaming
- Zepplin Speaker with Wireless Streaming

**Sonance**

Sonance likes to say they are a design company that makes speakers. Nowhere is this more evident than in their architectural speakers, which produce great audio when they’re on, and nearly disappear when they’re off. To integrate with your room’s design, Sonance architectural speakers are designed to match the look and shape of your in-ceiling lightings—so everything is cohesive, clean and elegant.

**Featured Assortment**

- Visual Performance 8" 2-Way In-Ceiling Speaker
- Visual Performance 6-1/2" 2-Way In-Ceiling Speaker
- Visual Performance 6-1/2" 2-Way In-Ceiling Speaker
- Visual Performance 8" 2-Way In-Ceiling Speaker with Wireless Streaming
- CI600 Series 6" In-Ceiling Speaker with Dual Tweeter
- CI600 Series 8" 2-Way In-Ceiling Speaker with Wireless Streaming
- Zepplin Speaker with Wireless Streaming

**Bowers & Wilkins**

Bowers & Wilkins was originally known for the look and sound of their floorstanding speakers. But over the years they’ve taken this sound, design, engineering and technology and delivered it to every room in your home. From in-ceiling speakers to the Formation Suite of wireless speakers, if exceptional audio that looks stunning is your goal, look no further.
No longer just a mere tool for nourishment, food now educates, evokes nostalgia and imbues us with tales from across the globe. This lovely mix of experimentation and cultural infusion now graces the dinner table more frequently than ever.

Cultural representation within the kitchen space is not a new concept. For the span of time humans shared this planet, meal preparation and social influence have been caught in a dance that spans generations. The initial practice of harvesting available resources for meals opened the door to a plethora of unique flavors and preparation processes.

As foods became crafted and honed, perfected to pass down via tradition, the information age allowed the further sharing of these recipes, with exclusivity transforming into celebration.

In the modern world, observing ethnicity through the dishes we make comes streamlined in the appliances we invite into our homes. The technological forces driving this innovation leaves much to be desired when meal preparation begins. And who better to discuss the power behind this idea of kitchen inclusion than renowned chef, interior designer and Viking brand ambassador Jaime Laurita.

(a time of both obstacles and triumphs, the hectic of the day can still be silenced, if only for a moment, when dinner is served. With more time at home to both prepare and enjoy our meals, a new era for culinary connoisseurs has arrived.

The initial practice of harvesting available resources for meals opened the door to a plethora of unique flavors and preparation processes. Foods became crafted and honed, perfected to pass down via tradition. But through both technology and word-of-mouth, the information age allowed the further sharing of these recipes, with exclusivity transforming into celebration.

In the modern world, observing ethnicity through the dishes we make comes streamlined in the appliances we invite into our homes. The technological forces driving this innovation leaves much to be desired when meal preparation begins.

And who better to discuss the power behind this idea of kitchen inclusion than renowned chef, interior designer and Viking brand ambassador Jaime Laurita.

For more information and to order this exclusive Viking Signature collection, please visit Vikingrange.com.
With countless experiences and resulting lessons surrounding culture, Laurita notes representation in the culinary space is key. “Giving a voice to these places [around the world] through cuisine has always been the goal,” says Laurita when challenged with the high demand that can arise from catering to all walks of life.

A notable pioneer in this representative space is the kitchen powerhouse Viking, serving a smorgasbord of clientele for over 30 years. Laurita compares just how far brands have come to serving us in the kitchen space, recalling his childhood years of chopping carrots in his family.

“Growing up in a home with deep-rooted Italian influence, I’ve known firsthand the power that cultural impact has within the dish you’re preparing.”

“The culmination of ingredients, how they were treated, how they surrendered to the stovetop or oven—all these pieces reinforced the ways our Italian heritage could come to life.”

Laurita grew up and into this practice of cooking, relying on all parts of the process to work harmoniously, resulting in true Italian cooking.

“Knowing how the food will react with the appliances unlocks the possibilities moving forward with every dish you’re preparing,” says Laurita. “This means that woks and griddles should be able to reach and maintain pinpointed heat levels or cooking and serving racks stay large enough to fit sizable dishes.”

Laurita also touches on Viking’s arsenal of modern features, from the ranges of efficient ventilation systems to the smart home features—all intended to serve the client in their cooking ambitions. Designing with culture in mind not only satisfies customer need, but surpasses expectations and even leaves the consumer with a newfound confidence, having familiar tools in their kitchen “toolbelt.”

“Energy is another driving force behind culture immersion,” shared through the magic within a bustling kitchen space. The exchange of recipes, not just the physical foods themselves, but the stories behind them crafts that energy. Laurita encourages all of us to “take what’s in your soul and succumb to the reckless abandon of the kitchen.”

But to truly represent a culture, the assortment used needs to understand the culture.

The practice of submitting to what the kitchen has to teach proves gratifying in completely new ways. The surrendering of time to learn fresh, exciting methods through ingredients and history alike holds so much potential.

Laurita notes that now, especially with being so sequestered to the home, is indeed the perfect time to let yourself wander during your cooking process. Food will never stop being an outlet for us, giving us permission to get a little lost, while always staying grounded.

Jaime Laurita

"Food will never stop being an outlet for us, giving us permission to get a little lost, while always staying grounded."
Escape the hectic for an ambiance of relaxation and leisurely vibes; your personal bathroom awaits.

Bathroom Fixtures
All the comforts of your bathroom oasis await.
Choose the right look, feel and story for your bath space.

Kohler
A Kohler bathroom is one where cares melt away, with an array of products to ensure serenity upon entry.

Toto
Immerse in the delights of TOTO’s assortment, discovering what clean truly means for you in your bathroom oasis.

Brizo
Brizo introduces fresh ideas in a familiar place to escape, from innovative technologies to dazzling designs.
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with intent

PACIFIC SALES

A Best Buy Company
Creating "better business for a better world," Kohler finds solutions for innovation obstacles. Through design and implementation, Kohler cements a commanding role in the bathroom space, crafting new ideas to age-old challenges with imagining pioneering looks and fresh colorways.
Kohler delivers not only stunning results, but caters to each individual’s goals with technology at the forefront of their mission. “Staycation” proves much closer than anticipated with customizable systems from Kohler Konnect®, DTV+™ and much more that give you a spa-like experience in every facet of the bathroom.

Featured Assortment

- **Iron Plains® Oval Wading Pool®**
  - K-5403-P5-0
- **Verdera® Voice Lighted Mirror with Amazon Alexa**
  - K-99573-VLAN
- **San Souci® One-Piece Toilet**
  - K-4007-0
- **Tresham® 24/Uni® Vanity**
  - K-2604-1WA
- **C³-420 Heated Elongated Bidet Toilet Seat**
  - K-26132-CSP-0
- **Stargaze® Freestanding Tub**
  - K-6366-0

Submerge yourself in the craftsmanship of the Iron Plains® Oval Wading Pool® with an inviting curvature and time-honored shape with cast iron and enamelled materials. Embrace a cleaner being with the C³-420 Heated Elongated Bidet Toilet Seat, combining superior cleaning technologies like an adjustable spray wand and low-profile seating design.
Mix the power of water and air with the Raindance S Showerhead, harnessing the power of air to create thicker, plumper water droplets across an extra-large shower head landscape. With an aerated-infused feature, the Talis S Widespread Faucet performs, not only to industry standards, but exceeds expectation with EcoRight technologies, using 60% less water than traditional models.

For hansgrohe, water is the basis in which inspiration and creative devices work. With the flow of water within their fixtures, the water is an integral part of the craft of design. Dabble with the infinite possibilities working with the water we not only use, but rely on every day.
AXOR strives for perfection in each individual fixture and future. This practice, trusted for over 25 years, earns its esteemed place keeping the highest standards in the forefront of their strategy. With a sampling of collaborations and brilliant minds at the wheel, AXOR promises to bring your dreams can and will be fully realized.

Combining life values into the space you create is how GRAFF operates. Known to be risk-takers in their industry, they own a reputation built on responsibility and quality that speaks for itself. With superior performance, from function to the finish, GRAFF embraces the modern way of living.

**Featured Assortment**
- Vintage Widespread Lavatory Faucet
- Harley Lavatory Faucet
- Senso Floor-Mounted Vessel Filler
- Immersion Ri Series Thermostatic Shower System
- 4-Hole Roman Tub Set Trim with Handshower
- Freestanding Tub Filler Trim with Handshower
- Single-Hole Faucet
- Widespread Faucet

**Featured Assortment**
- Harley Lavatory Faucet
- Senso Floor-Mounted Vessel Filler
- Immersion Ri Series Thermostatic Shower System
- 4-Hole Roman Tub Set Trim with Handshower
- Freestanding Tub Filler Trim with Handshower
- Single-Hole Faucet
- Widespread Faucet

**AXOR**

AXOR strives for perfection in each individual fixture and future. This practice, trusted for over 25 years, earns its esteemed place keeping the highest standards in the forefront of their strategy. With a sampling of collaborations and brilliant minds at the wheel, AXOR promises to bring your dreams can and will be fully realized.

**GRAFF**

Combining life values into the space you create is how GRAFF operates. Known to be risk-takers in their industry, they own a reputation built on responsibility and quality that speaks for itself. With superior performance, from function to the finish, GRAFF embraces the modern way of living.
TOTO invites clean into every facet of your space. Defining clean as a moment, a mindset, and a state of being opens the doors to possibilities not yet imagined but absolutely attainable. With the dedication behind TOTO’s assortments, clean comes home.
Experience the wonder within the Neorest® II Vessel Lavatory with LED Lighting, built with a gorgeous semi-clear epoxy for a scratch resistant, luminous environment for your sink. Revel in architectural marvels within the comfort of your bathroom space with the GM Freestanding Tub Filler, built to emulate traditional Japanese shrine gates, both in the initial curvature and a columnar body.

With over 100 years of tried-and-true techniques, expect only the finest in performance from TOTO. Not only reliable, these systems speak to culture as well. With celebrated Japanese heritage coming forth in both artistic fashion and materials, the roots from which TOTO was birthed are prevalent now and into the future of this iconic brand.
Stay in full control with the intuitive nature of the ISTEAM3® LCD Control System, with Bluetooth and Chromatic lighting capabilities.

With the addition of the Aroma Glass® Steamhead, an incorporation of essential oils into your bath system is bound to exude pure calm, with a sleek glass design prepared for the emission of aromatherapy.

The impact of steam in the modern-day home cannot be overstated. The natural health benefits alone call for steam in every bath space. MrSteam brings this amenity front and center, allowing for an immersive experience far richer before its time. MrSteam welcomes you to the power of steam.

Featuring Assortment

- ISTEAM3® LCD Control System
- ChromaSteam3® Lighting System
- Aroma Glass® Steamhead
- AudioSteam3® Music System
- Music Therapy Steam Generator
- e-Heaters Steam Generator

Stay in full control with the intuitive nature of the ISTEAM3® LCD Control System, with Bluetooth and Chromatic lighting capabilities. With the addition of the Aroma Glass® Steamhead, an incorporation of essential oils into your bath system is bound to exude pure calm, with a sleek glass design prepared for the emission of aromatherapy.
Focus is a leading principle of MTI, considering customer need with each and every design choice to ensure complete satisfaction. These striking features have earned MTI award-winning recognition and, more importantly, trust in the product to deliver a personalized experience.

Villeroy & Boch bridges the gap between a functional bathroom space and a place of tranquility. The invitation of relaxation cannot go unnoticed in each individual detail throughout their collections, clearly stating the prominence that is a harmonious place of solace.

**Subway Wall-Mounted Toilet**
**Antheus Surface-Mounted Bathroom Sink**
**Aveo Freestanding Bathtub**

---

**Featured Assortment**

- Subway Vanity Unit
- Luna 2 Bathroom Sink
- Halo 1 Semi-Recessed Bathroom Sink
- Jasmine 3 Freestanding Tub
- Andrea® 24 Freestanding Tub
- Matteo® 25 Freestanding Tub

---

*Villeroy & Boch bridges the gap between a functional bathroom space and a place of tranquility. The invitation of relaxation cannot go unnoticed in each individual detail throughout their collections, clearly stating the prominence that is a harmonious place of solace.*
Working to find sensible solutions to individual bath needs, Americh prides themselves on a diverse palette of features in the assortments carried. Customization rules all in this landscape, with intimate options from environmental standards to personal touches that create the perfect oasis.

Native Trails, though originally pioneering the use of brass and copper fixtures, have proven more than worthy for providing pristine quality in all products. With the combination of age-old artisan techniques and sustainable practices, add a touch of character to the comforts of your bathroom space.

Featured Assortment

Contura II
Freestanding Bathtub
Contura II 6632

Oceane 60
Freestanding Bathtub
Oceane 60

Contura III
Freestanding Bathtub
Contura III 6632

Alesia
Drop-In Bathtub
Alesia 6640

Kohani Copper
Vessel Sink
Kohani CPS557

Maestro Bajo Copper
Bathroom Sink
Maestro Bajo CPS271

Trough 48 Copper
Bathroom Sink
Trough 48 CPS208

Nipomo NativeStone®
Concrete Bathroom Sink
Nipomo NSL1915-A
Brizo commits to the belief that the bathroom space should be not only sanctuary but a piece of rebirth. An opportunity to reframe one’s self through mindfulness and lively spirit. The designs of Brizo work to accompany us on that journey, seeking answers together.
Reenter the era of “Machine age sensibilities” with the INVARI™ Widespread Lavatory Faucet With Column Spout, celebrating a streamlined look with Edwardian elegance and custom knobs in an array of sleek, stainless steel colorways. Inspired by the haunting beauty of lighthouse shapes, the BALIZA® Two-Handle Tub Filler Trim Kit showcases de/shortlined lines and stunning architecture for your perfect bath space.

The commitment to an experience—that’s how Brizo shows their true colors. Indulging in fashion-driven ideals in every corner of the bathroom opens the door to endless potential, should we only say “yes.” Pulling elements from the worlds of fashion, expression, culture and confidence, Brizo comments the piece for new and evolving grotesques.

**Featured Assortment**

- **BRIZO® Widespread Lavatory Faucet With Column Spout**
  - 65076LF-PC
- **INVARI™ Single-Handle Lavatory Faucet**
  - 65377LF-PCLHP
- **LITZE® Temperature Thermostatic Shower**
  - T60235-PCLHP
- **JASON WU FOR BRIZO™ Two-Handle Wall Mount Tub Filler**
  - T70475-BLLHP
- **BRIZO Non-Diverter Tub Spout**
  - RP81435PC

*Invoking the term “Machine age sensibilities” with the INVARI™ Widespread Lavatory Faucet With Column Spout, celebrating a streamlined look with Edwardian elegance and custom knobs in an array of sleek, stainless steel colorways. Inspired by the haunting beauty of lighthouse shapes, the BALIZA® Two-Handle Tub Filler Trim Kit showcases de/shortlined lines and stunning architecture for your perfect bath space.*
Feel an entirely new shortlow with the H2Okinetic® Pendant Raincan Shower Head With LED Light, capable of multi-stream options with a built-in lighting fixture, creating a serene ambiance. If baths are the preference, then rely on the ZURA® Single Handle Floor Mount Tub Filler to effortlessly fill your tranquil spaces, but dazzle in this stainless steel, blazon of color in your dream bath space.

Delta provides simplistic solutions to the lavatory space. Exercising their technological magic, they offer an array of options and finishes. Let your bathroom transform into the space you’ve always imagined with Delta for you to experience.
From modernized pieces to transformative assortments, Robern accommodates any who see something more from their bathroom. Robern values, above all else, the relationship between the maker and the user. The designers and customers hold the same key role in the vision to create stunning yet functional bathroom appliances.

Fully committed to being eco-friendly as well as high quality, Hydro Systems believes in honest product development practices while preserving our future. Appreciate the finest materials with some of the most refined customization capabilities in the modern bathroom retreat.

Guthrie Freestanding Bathtub
Gateway Freestanding Bathtub
Biscayne Freestanding Bathtub
Alamo Freestanding Bathtub

Vesper Lighting in Outline Style
AiO Dual Door Lighted Cabinet
AiO Lighted Wall Mirror
Vesuvius Full Drawer Modular Vanity

Profilo Lighting in Outline Style
AM2430RFPAC3030D4P2L
CARRIOLA218

Featured Assortment
Featured Assortment
Perrin & Rowe® faucets have an exact sense of proportion and elegance. By engineering with precision, adapting time-tested techniques, and focusing on the finest detail, Perrin & Rowe® make faucets that define perfection, combining the present and the past, with contemporary reinterpretations and novel styles to fit any décor.

At ROHL®, the search is endless for the incomparable, whether touched by hand or forged through new techniques, rooted in the past or looking toward the future. It takes an eye for the exquisite and a passion for the uncommon to create faucets of originally intended beauty. ROHL faucets are products inspired by timeless classic and modern styling.

**Featured Assortment**

- Eclissi Widespread Bathroom Faucet - U-Spout
  EC09D3IWAPC
- Palladian Single Lever Faucet - Tub/Shower
  PM001MAPC10
- Delta Pivotal Showerhead
  E2093
- Palladian Single Handle Bathroom Faucet
  N1987LMAPCTO

**Featured Assortment**

- Holborn 3-Hole Tubular U-Spout Widespread Bathroom Faucet
  U2512WH
- Deco 25 Inch Sink and Pedestal
  U2933WH
- Palladian Single Lever Faucet - Tub/Shower
  PM001MAPC10
- Bellia Rain Showerhead
  DSA16200-RG
- Georgian Era Exposed Faucet - Mount Tub/Fill With Handshower
  U3012LS1APC
- Porcelain Meatball
  LUB16NH
- Divo 25" Rails Sink and Pedestal
  LUB16NH

Perrin & Rowe® faucets have an exact sense of proportion and elegance. By engineering with precision, adapting time-tested techniques, and focusing on the finest detail, Perrin & Rowe® make faucets that define perfection, combining the present and the past, with contemporary reinterpretations and novel styles to fit any décor.
Originating in Quebec, Riobel® combines European panache with North American flair for a distinct style with effortless edge and spirited simplicity. Symmetry is key to thoughtful creations with geometric shapes and architectural angles. With award-winning collections that will be as true tomorrow as they are today, Riobel is luxury designed.

Victoria + Albert® baths are works of art: hand-polished and crafted in South Africa. Coveted for their presence, they transform any space into a luxurious sanctuary. Composed of Volcanic Limestone™, a truly indulgent experience awaits. Sloping waves and minimalist angles are expressed in a spectrum of designs and colors to satisfy all style desires.

**Featured Assortment**

- **Parabola Single-Hole Lavatory Faucet**
- **Parabola 2-Way T-Cassette Floor-Mount Tub Filler**
- **Napoli Freestanding Bath Tub**
- **Drake Freestanding Bath Tub**
- **Napoli Freestanding Bath Tub**
- **Staffordshire 26 Freestanding Bath Faucet**

**Parabola 8/uni2 Wall-Mount Tub Filler**

**2-way TP Coaxial System with Hand Shower and Shower Head**

**Kit: #8323CMMSQ05+CPBS01**

**Napoli Freestanding Bath Tub**

**Drafi Freestanding Bath Tub**

**Napoli Freestanding Bath Tub**

**Staffordshire 26 Freestanding Bath Faucet**
Color engulfs our surroundings, and whether we know it or not, is a mighty tool used for all sorts of expression, especially home design.

Color comes home

Color practice of encapsulating color and delivering it into a newly designed space seems almost religious, inviting a unique narrative into the walls of your home.

The

Picking and choosing what hue blessing within space depends on some key factors: how those colors make us feel. How they tell a story, how certain hues embrace cultural history, and many more facets.

To truly informed when it comes to color integration, Pacific Sales took on the experts on the matter: the iconic family House of Rohl. We invited Brian Dunn, regional sales manager, to shed some light on the quite literal shades of light (and dark!) that are color palettes.

"Color historically has proven time and time again that people are naturally drawn to certain colorways and that is the result of our subconscious, says Dunn.

"This can come from positive nostalgia-driven stimuli in our lives where even our subconscious associates feelings based on color, even if we can’t place those instances."

For many of us, warmer colors like red, orange and yellow evoke feelings of autumn foliage, passion, and energy that we wish to harbor and invite into a safe space.

Cooler colors like blue and green are often considered more subdued, imitating evening landscapes and quiet, tranquil sentiments. So for some, looking at a sun-kissed accent wall may bring memories of summer skies and breezy mornings, but in others the same wall could harbor reservations of unease and distrustful energies.

How do we serve these customers, where traditional color schemes aren’t their cup of tea?

The answer lies in-between; we go neutral. Investing in less color and more neutral tones is a simple solution if color deems too busy or complex. Neutrals serve as the perfect backdrop in a space, creating an initial playground for other color experimentation. This opens the door to more gradual color introduction and takes the pressure off the space as a whole.

Brian comments on this aspect, leading to the diverse assortment of neutral color palettes that House of Rohl carries.

(ctd. on 123)
Rohl offers over 190 RAL color variations in the assortments we have, solving this exact problem of neutral choice versus something more vibrant. Many brands think with this inclination in mind as well, working to cater each individual preference. The more customization offered, the wider the net brands cast. Along with basic preference, a cultural spin on colorways proves equally important. “We think about the color white to us in Western culture. It’s a fresh beginning,” says Dunn. “In Asian culture, white is a symbol of mourning, and must be represented equally in our products.”

The sales manager reflects back to the importance of color diversification. In today’s age of accessibility, it would seem foolish to not offer such a myriad of color representation. With customization not only available but now expected, the use of color in design has to be chosen but to expand. The importance of how we navigate the colorways of a space cannot be understated. As human beings harbor an innate pull to embrace our emotion through this expression of color. Whether bold and decisive, soothing or even plain and simple, invite color into your home with open eyes.

[Color] historically has proven time and time again that people are naturally drawn to certain schemes that spark their own lived experiences.

Brian Dunn
Engage in all the comradery your outdoor space has to offer with incorporated technology and entertainment focused appointments.

Outdoor Cooking & Cooling 126
The kitchen takes to the outdoor landscape.

Outdoor Technology 136
Stay entertained with smart outdoor options.

Wolf, Sub-Zero, Cove Elements-tested and consumer trusted.

Sunbrite Enjoy the bright, bold, high-quality picture.

Sedona Systems to entertain in your outdoor domain.

Sonance Outdoor speakers that nearly disappear.

DCS Technology adapted "for serious cooks'.

Hestan Chef-proven performance with an outdoor twist.

Viking Embrace Viking imagined like never before.

Lynx Combat the standard with class and expertise.

Martin & Logan An incredible range to fit any environment.

Samsung Bringing great entertainment to the great outdoors.
Master the elements of expert grilling with the 54" Professional Free-Standing Grill with Rotisserie, combining 69,000 BTU and about 900 square inches of cooking surface, along with the rotisserie model including an infrared back burner, rotisserie motor, spit rods and forks. Why head inside for a refill when the 24" Professional Outdoor Beverage Dispenser comes fully capable of serving and storing your favorite beverages on tap.

Through high skill welding techniques and a passion for the outdoors, Lynx combats the standard of cookware. Fully prepared to deliver a myriad of professional grade engineering, a superior combination of machinery and class set the scene for this robust grilling assortment. Let’s celebrate the little victories together, with Lynx.

Through high skill welding techniques and a passion for the outdoors, Lynx combats the standard of cookware. Fully prepared to deliver a myriad of professional grade engineering, a superior combination of machinery and class set the scene for this robust grilling assortment. Let’s celebrate the little victories together, with Lynx.

Featured Assortment

- 54" Professional Built-In Grill with Rotisserie
- 54" Professional Free-Standing Grill with Rotisserie
- 30" Napoli Outdoor Oven™ Built-In or Countertop
- 30" Asado Cooktop Built-In
- Sonoma Smart Built-In or Countertop Smoker
- 24" Professional Outdoor Beverage Dispenser
Keep things clean, clear and the party moving with the 24” Dishwasher with Water Softener, inviting post-dinner mess into this surprisingly mighty and compact unit with adaptable salt-softening distribution. When the next meal arrives, rely on the 24” Outdoor Refrigerator Drawers to keep foods fresh longer with air-locking technology and magnetic door seals.

Trusted appliances belong in any setting, indoors or out. That’s the dedication Wolf, Sub-Zero, Cove commits to their impressive lineup of grills, ventilation, refrigeration and more. Elements-tested and consumer trusted, entertain like never before with Wolf, Sub-Zero, Cove.

Live Deliciously
In the pursuit of grilling excellence, Hestan builds upon the love and inspiration of creating good food to be shared. From a love of both food and innovation, each individual product comes fully prepared to satisfy, with chef-proven performance brought to the outdoors.

Freestanding grills by Sedona carry an adventurous spirit, yearning for those bold enough to use the deck set nearly as a canvas. Trust the experts behind Lynx to deliver not only designingly pleasing, but systems prepared to entertain at any level in your outdoor domain.

Featured Assortment

Deluxe 42/uni2033 Grill with Work Top and Double Side Burner
G_BR42CX2

42/uni2033 Outdoor Built-In Grill
G_BR42_42

24/uni2033 Undercounter Dual Zone Refrigerator with Wine Storage
GRWG

12/uni2033 Outdoor Double Side Burner
AGB122

20/uni2033 Sedona Outdoor Refrigerator
L500REF

Sedona Ready to Finish Firepit
RTFF

42/uni2033 Sedona Free-Standing Grill with Rotisserie
L700PSFR

42/uni2033 Sedona Built-In Grill with Rotisserie
L700PSR

Deluxe 42/uni2033 Grill with Work Top and Double Side Burner
L500S2CD

20/uni2033 Sedona Outdoor Refrigerator
L500S2CD

20/uni2030 Sedona Undercounter Dual Zone Refrigerator with Wine Storage
L500SG
With the 24” Professional Solid Door Undercounter Refrigerator, keep things easily accessible with Dynamic Cooling Technology™, delivering rapid cool down and temperature stability. With the monolith that is the 42” Freestanding Grill with ProSear Burner and Rotisserie, enhanced grill backlighting and the Dual-position rotisserie with 3-speed motor keep you in master chef mode. If the food is ready but entertaining calls, trust in the 42” Warming Drawer with moisture control to keep things at exact temperatures until mealtime presents itself.

Expect the same Viking experience made as well as outdoors. Complete with custom assortments for plenty of memories to follow, dare to leave the confines of the indoors behind and embrace Viking in a landscape imagined like never before.
No matter your design constraints, the 24” Power Burner, Natural Gas or the 30” Griddle, LP Gas are perfect options for quick-cooking experiences, capable of freestanding or mounting to /fit within your outdoor area. Have the perfect pour for a job well done with the 24” Outdoor Beer Dispenser - Dual Tap, armed with a digital temperature control panel and door alarm to signal energy loss when left open.

DCS provides an ultra-refined assortment of custom grills for the perfectly curated outdoor space. Technologies adapted and used "for serious cooks" harness the heat in every aspect of your assortment for a fire-dining experience only equal to the one who prepares it.

30” Grill, Non Rotisserie, Natural Gas
30” Grill, Non Rotisserie, Charcoal, Natural Gas
30” Griddle, LP Gas
30” Griddle, Natural Gas
24” Outdoor Beer Dispenser - Dual Tap
24” Outdoor Refrigerator, Left Hinge
48” Grill, Rotisserie and Charcoal, Natural Gas
48” Grill, Rotisserie and Charcoal, LP Gas
30” Grill, Non Rotisserie, Natural Gas
24” Outdoor Refrigerator, Left Hinge
24” Outdoor Beer Dispenser - Dual Tap
24” Outdoor Beer Dispenser - Dual Tap

DCS

The Power of Heat

No matter your design constraints, the 24” Power Burner, Natural Gas or the 30” Griddle, LP Gas are perfect options for quick-cooking experiences, capable of freestanding or mounting to fit within your outdoor area. Have the perfect pour for a job well done with the 24” Outdoor Beer Dispenser - Dual Tap, armed with a digital temperature control panel and door alarm to signal energy loss when left open.
Sonance offers a wide range of high-performance outdoor speakers with exceptional sound and elegant designs. Choose from rock, marine, in-wall, in-ceiling or their innovative, completely scalable Landscape Series that surrounds any size yard in pristine sound. Sonance has also teamed up with Sonos to offer multiple outdoor streaming music systems that integrate perfectly into your existing Sonos music players. Enjoy outdoor speakers that nearly disappear into your landscape, with a sound that definitely stands out.

SunBriteTV brings your favorite entertainment to your patio, deck, poolside or any outdoor space with TVs engineered to live through whatever Mother Nature has to offer. Choose the series and size that’s right for you, then enjoy the bright, bold, high-quality images of your favorite movies and music, no matter the conditions. With the best seat in the house now outside.

**Featured Assortment**
- Veranda Outdoor LED 4K HDR TV (Full Shade)
- Signature 2 Series Outdoor LED 4K HDR TV (Partial Shade)
- Pro 2 Series Outdoor LED 4K HDR TV (Full Shade)
- 6.1 Outdoor Sound System Powered by Sonance
- 5.1 Patio Sound System with Sonance Speakers
- 2.1 Chained Outdoor Music System Powered by Sonance
- 21 Outdoor Rock Speaker System

**SONANCE**

**Featured Assortment**
- SB-P2-55-4K-BL Pro 2 Series Outdoor LED 4K TV (Full Sun)
- SB-S2-55-4K-BL Signature 2 Series Outdoor LED 4K HDR TV (Partial Sun)
- SB-V-55-4KHDR-BL Veranda Outdoor LED 4K HDR TV (Full Shade)
- MAGROCKS2.1 2.1 Outdoor Rock Speaker System
- MAGO6SYSV3 2-Channel Outdoor Music System Powered by Sonos
- PATIO4.1 W/ SR 2-125 AMP 4.1 Patio Sound System with Sonance Amplifier
- MAG6.1 6.1 Outdoor Sound System Powered by Sonos

**SunBriteTV**

SunBriteTV brings your favorite entertainment to your patio, deck, poolside or any outdoor space with TVs engineered to live through whatever Mother Nature has to offer. Choose the series and size that’s right for you, then enjoy the bright, bold, high-quality images of your favorite movies and music, no matter the conditions. With the best seat in the house now outside.
Rugged all-weather materials, completely weather- and water-proof construction, and endless mounting and placement options make MartinLogan outdoor speakers a great way to expand the reach of your high-performance audio entertainment. With an incredible range of sizes and styles to fit any environment, choose from in-ceiling, on-wall, rock and the incredible Outdoor Living Series that surround your yard with satellite speakers to deliver even sound to every part of your yard, patio or deck.

The Terrace Outdoor Series from Samsung brings great entertainment to the great outdoors. The Terrace outdoor QLED 4K smart TVs deliver vivid picture quality, rain or shine, with their weather resistant, durable frame and anti-reflective screens. Add the Terrace soundbar and experience great dialog and bass with the built-in center channel and sub. And with Bluetooth, great music is just a button click away.
IN a competitive landscape of architectural aspirations and real estate rivalry, the quest for a plot of property to call our own is no new concept. But the size of such spaces has experienced quite a culture shift of recent years.

It’s arguably a trend that not only gained momentum, but fully impacted the way both the trade industry and brands alike prepare to serve their customers.

This is, of course, the art of tiny living.

Some would define it as a mere trend. Others define tiny living as a way of life, embracing the challenges of slightly smaller, more intimate spaces to decorate, live and thrive within.

For these clients, showing up to support this lifestyle is more important than ever, given the heavy shift toward this practice.

Paciﬁc Sales sat down (virtually of course) with Rachel Alesescu, brand manager at Thermador, to delve deeper into the possibilities being unlocked by brands for this tiny living mindset.

According to Alesescu, spaces today must absolutely be prepared to host any array of functions.

“There’s nothing more powerful than mastering the use of your space,” says Alesescu. “People want to see themselves in their space and in the products they use, and tiny living has always existed but the strategies to feel at home in these places have changed.”

Take the kitchen, for example. In this down-sized state of mind, the kitchen must be prepared to serve, not only as a chef’s playground, but shift on a dime into an entertainment zone with ample room to move and groove with guests. And when bulky appliances muddy up the area with unforeseen clutter, obstacles arise.

But for every challenge, brands step up to answer, with distinct assortments to combat tiny constraints. Thermador, since inception, has carved out a speciﬁc niche for this type of living, featuring assortments with smaller sizes for when this type of customer comes knocking.

(continued on 142)
Alesescu says creativity will save the day here as well, with tricks like utilization of under-the-counter installation or even built-in wall appliances to fit into better in the home. For example, when the fridge won’t fit in that corner, opt for a split-column model to satisfy both the space constraints and your food storage needs.

“Design has always been a core pillar of how we do things,” says Alesescu when asked about Thermador’s servitude to their customers in thinking creatively. But when using the term “design” in this smaller-living landscape, another facet is considered—the aesthetics of the products themselves. If the look of particular appliances fits your style, making them work in your space is much easier. This means custom paneling, colorway choices, and finishes become key players, adding more diversity to where they’ll live in the home. The right look has potential to work anywhere. So that beautifully wood-paneled coffee machine can fully thrive in any corner of the room and no one is the wiser.

How each of us chooses to live within our four walls may be different, but the goal is universal. The value of a comfortable, clean space cannot be understated and thankfully the consumer no longer needs to suffer over space constraints. As innovation continues to pioneer solutions, we are free to take ownership of our homes, no matter how tiny.
Launder with ease

Leave the hassle to your most trusted laundry appliances, capable of delivering stunning results and control like never before.

Miele 146
Function and design meet for simplistic solutions.

LG 148
LG welcomes innovations in every form, wash here.

Blanco 153
Blanco keeps things clean, sorted and simple.

Samsung 150
Let Samsung take the load off every wash.

LG welcomes innovations in every form, even here.

The use of time-honored design meets GE’s power.
Optimal performance is the Miele promise within the confines of your laundry room. With machine-learning application, expect the best performance every single wash. From detergent use to water and energy efficiencies, Miele utilizes only the best techniques and leaves nothing to chance.

Introduce your clothes to a new level of clean with the WiFiConn@ct Front-Loading Washing Machine, built with a honeycomb interior design for smooth gliding during the wash cycle. When it's time to dry, trust in the Eco&Steam WiFiConn@ct Heat-Pump Tumble Dryer to effortlessly perform, equipped with a ventless system for energy efficiency and steam incorporations for the best drying results.

A Smarter Clean
Bring together a perfect pair with the 5.0 cu. ft. Smart Front Load Washer with TurboWash™ 360° and the 7.4 cu. ft. Smart Front Load Gas Dryer with TurboSteam™. Both systems harbor AI technologies for smart fabric and care usage. To further experience clean, treat your clothes in the Styler Steam Clothing Care System, expertly sanitizing and reducing allergens by up to 99%.

Built-in intelligence is the key to LG’s laundry experience. The use of AI technologies for load-size detection, fabric identification and so much more save any who surrender their favorite garments to the delight of LG.

**Featured Assortment**

- 5.0 cu. ft. Smart Top Load Washer with TurboWash™ 3D™
- 7.3 cu. ft. Smart Gas Dryer with Sensor Dry Technology
- 5.0 cu. ft. Smart Front Load Washer with TurboWash™ 360°
- 7.4 cu. ft. Smart Front Load Gas Dryer with TurboSteam™
- Single Unit Front Load LG WashTower™
- Styler Steam Clothing Care System

**Modern Laundry**
Whether from home or from your mobile device, see next-level clean with the connected. 4.5 cu. ft. Front Load Washer with built-in steam mechanics to not only wash but sanitize each load. For a complete drying experience, the 7.5 cu. ft. Smart Electric Dryer with FlexDry™ makes quick work of drying, steaming and energy savings in one swift cycle.
Keep space, time and convenience at the forefront of your laundering tasks with the pioneering efforts from GE. Each individual system offered considers your personal needs first and flawlessly proves worth in the sizing elements, water efficiencies and other intuitive features.

Practicality comes forth in innovative ways with Blanco’s laundry assortment.Segueing from basic function to smarter design features and looks, coordinate your needs with trusted sinks, faucets and so much more from Blanco.

**Featured Assortment**

- 5.0 cu. ft. Smart Front Load Dryer
- 7.4 cu. ft. Gas Dryer with Sanitize Cycle and Sensor Dry
- 4.6 cu. ft. Top Load Washer
- 7.8 cu. ft. Smart Front Load Gas Dryer with Steam and Sanitize
- 5.0 cu. ft. Smart Front Load Steam Washer

**Featured Assortment**

- Stellar Stainless Steel Laundry Sink
- Liven Silgranit Laundry Sink
- Essential Stainless 3-Hole Steel Laundry Sink
- Essential Stainless 1-Hole Steel Laundry Sink

- Blanco 7.4 cu. ft. Gas Dryer with Sanitize Cycle and Sensor Dry
- Blanco 7.8 cu. ft. Smart Front Load Gas Dryer with Steam and Sanitize
- Blanco 5.0 cu. ft. Smart Front Load Steam Washer

---

**GE APPLIANCES**

---

**BLANCO**

---

**PACIFIC SALES**

---

**A Best Buy Company**
Inside your Media Room

They call it a family room for a reason. It’s the place where everyone comes together to watch the Big Game or the latest blockbuster to listen to music or just to hang out. Give everyone a reason to come together with the finest in audio and video gear that blends perfectly into your home’s décor.

The right technology should enhance your space, not detract from it. That’s why we offer the expertise of Designers who are not only experts in the latest home entertainment gear but know how to make it integrate perfectly into your homes design and décor.

There are two schools of thought when it comes to integrating technology into schemes—you either want to show it off, or you want it hidden so the room’s natural design is the star of the show. Thankfully, we offer speakers and TVs that can deliver both. From the exceptional designs of our floorstanding speakers from brands like KEF, MartinLogan and Bowers & Wilkins, to architectural speakers that nearly disappear the choice is yours.

Bowers & Wilkins
Experience is the only way to fully appreciate.

KEF
The finest acoustics for high performance sound.

Classé
Recording professionals and musicians trust Classé.

Sonance
Solutions abound to complement any décor.

MartinLogan
Un/forgiving accuracy, unwavering reliability.

McIntosh
Distinguished quality, line audio products.
Bowers & Wilkins

Featured Assortment

- Formation Bass Dual 6-1/2" Powered Wireless Subwoofer
- ASW608 BLACK 600 Series 8" Powered Subwoofer
- 600 Series Anniversary Edition 3-Way Floorstanding Speaker
- 600 Series 2-Way Bookshelf Speaker
- 702 Signature 3-Way Floorstanding Speaker
- 706 S2 Gloss Black 3-Way Floorstanding Speaker
- 803 Signature 3-Way Floor Speaker
- 702 Series Dual 7" Passive 3-Way Floor Speaker

Bowers & Wilkins offers a host of award-winning loudspeakers from the demure 600 Series to the unmistakable 800 Series Diamond which has become the reference speaker of choice for many of the world’s leading recording studios. Want to go wireless? The Formation Suite of speakers delivers wired fidelity, wirelessly. Add to that Bowers & Wilkins architectural and outdoor speakers, as well as subwoofers and headphones, and they have all your premium audio needs covered.

With more than 50 years of acoustic expertise, Bowers & Wilkins products consistently set the benchmarks for high-performance in-home cinema and personal sound. With their signature sound, exquisite design and cutting-edge technologies, the Bowers & Wilkins style, look and (of course) sound must be experienced to be fully appreciated.

Audio Excellence
KEF was founded in 1961 on the idea of using new materials and technologies to create products with superior acoustic quality that could reproduce recordings as natural as the original performance. For decades, audiophiles around the world have revered KEF for its innovative, high-performance sound, style and performance.

Building on 40 years of pure performance heritage, Delta Series amplifiers run warm with Class A power and capture the magic of music as never before. Recording professionals, musicians and audiophiles alike trust Classé amplification as the source of sonic truth. If it’s there, it will be heard.

Featured Assortment

- LSA30 Meta Bookshelf Speaker
- BLADE Quad 9” 3-Way Floorstanding Speaker
- REFERENCE Series Quad 6.5” 3-Way Floorstanding Speaker
- RS Series Passive 3-Way Floorstanding Speaker
- Delta STEREO Power Amplifier
- Delta MONO Power Amplifier
- Delta PRE Pre Amplifier

Featured Assortment

- LS50 META Bookshelf Speaker
- BLADE Quad 9” 3-Way Floorstanding Speaker
- REFERENCE Series Quad 6.5” 3-Way Floorstanding Speaker
- RS Series Passive 3-Way Floorstanding Speaker
- Delta STEREO Power Amplifier
- Delta MONO Power Amplifier
- Delta PRE Pre Amplifier
The inventors of the category, Sonance offers a complete offering of in-wall and in-ceiling speakers that balance performance with design. From your family room, kitchen, bathroom or home theater, Sonance has solutions to complement any décor and impress the most discerning listener.

Sonance speakers are all about providing exceptional sound with minimal intrusion. Sonance offers speakers of every level in shapes and sizes to match your home’s décor and style. For example, if you have round in-ceiling lighting, Sonance matches that design with round in-ceiling speakers. Work with one of our Designers to bring pristine sound to every room in your home in a shape and style that nearly disappears.

Sonance offers a complete assortment of in-wall and in-ceiling speakers that balance performance with design.

- **MAG8R**: 8" 2-Way In-Ceiling Speakers
- **R1C**: Reference 5-1/4" 3-Way In-Ceiling Speaker
- **VP66R ROUND**: Visual Performance 6-1/2" Passive 2-Way In-Ceiling Speakers
- **VP62 RECTANGLE**: Visual Performance 6-1/2" Passive 2-Way In-Wall Speakers
- **R2**: Reference 5-1/4" 3-Way In-Wall Speaker
- **MAG5.1 PREMIUM**: Premium 6-1/2" In-Wall Speaker System with Wireless Subwoofer

*Featured Assortment*
Unfettering accuracy, unwavering reliability and harnessing a myriad of technical advantages to recreate sound in its truest form—that is what MartinLogan is all about. Manufacturer of electrostatic and hybrid speakers for audiophiles and home theater enthusiasts alike, MartinLogan delivers uncompromising performance.

Handcrafted in America since 1949, McIntosh is known for offering distinguished quality audio products and the ultimate experience in music and film. McIntosh defines the finest home entertainment experiences for discriminating consumers around the world with their iconic “McIntosh Blue” watt meters globally recognized as a symbol of audio excellence. Legendary performance lives here.

Featured Assortment

Motion 6-1/2” Passive 2-Way Bookshelf Speaker

Motion Dual 8” Passive 2.5-Way Floorstanding Speaker

BalancedForce Dual 12” Powered Subwoofer

Renaissance Dual 8” 3-Way Floor Speaker

Customized Home Theatre and Multi-room System

Professionally Mounted MX160 A/V Processor

Customized Home Music System

Explore the many component options today. Professional installation options available.
Bring the theater experience home. More than just a giant screen. More than just great audio. We deliver the entire package with custom theater seating, starry night ceilings, 4K projectors, screens that reach 300 inches, Dolby Atmos surround sound speakers and of course the amp, receiver, subs and video players that bring your favorite movies home in ways you once only dreamed. It’s the ultimate in movie time, family time and date nights just steps from your kitchen.

Using premium gear from the most sought after brands in the industry, you not only get a theater that looks good but sounds good, feels good and is one-click easy to use with the latest smart home connectivity.

No two theaters are the same. You have a vision, we can make it a reality. Our expertly trained designers, engineers and installers will make sure you get the home theater that is unique to your every dream. Whether you want the speakers hidden, or as a showpiece in the room, backlighting, the perfect color palette, no element is an afterthought so in the end you have a home theater that is one of a kind.

Sony 4K Projectors
Experience bigger and better than ever.

Epson
A world leader in high res projection technology.

Samsung Short Throw
Triple laser technology and ultra bright 4K resolution.

Row One
Tech-driven designs in a variety of options.

SI Screens
Custom screens for your every pleasure.

Best Buy Home
Sony offers a host of projectors for every room and budget. 4K, short-throw, even laser light projectors, a home theater powered by Sony never disappoints. Add a Sony Blu-ray player for the latest movies, or a PS5 for the ultimate gaming console and immerse yourself in a next-level viewing and entertainment experience.

Sony projectors make the movie-going HD Projector experience larger than life. With True 4K HDR you get eye-popping color and contrast with true blacks so whether you’re watching the newest blockbuster, enjoying the step-pointing event, or playing video games, the experience is bigger and better than ever.

Featured Products

- VPL-VW5000ES 4K HDR Laser Home Theater Projector
- VPL-VW915ES 4K HDR Laser Home Theater Projector
- VPL-VW715ES 4K HDR Home Theater Projector
- VPL-VW325ES Premium 4K HDR Home Theater Projector

Sony offers a host of projectors for every room and budget. 4K, short-throw, even laser light projectors, a home theater powered by Sony never disappoints. Add a Sony Blu-ray player for the latest movies, or a PS5 for the ultimate gaming console and immerse yourself in a next-level viewing and entertainment experience.
Samsung is known the world over for delivering the latest innovations in TV and home entertainment. The Premiere 4K UHD laser wireless smart short-throw projector is no exception. Experience cutting-edge cutting-edge technology and ultra-bright 4K resolution for an exceptional home theater experience. If you want to bring the big screen into your living room, Samsung has a new type of TV experience with their ultra-short throw projectors. Sitting just inches from the wall, the Premiere ultra-short throw lenses project an amazing full image up to 130”.

**Epson**

Epson is considered a world leader in high-resolution projection technology. Offering a true 3-chip design, Epson’s proprietary 3LCD technology utilizes three individual LCD chips, for each color of RGB. The result: incredible brightness, color accuracy, and image detail like you’ve never seen before. The compact design blends seamlessly into your space, while delivering a giant picture up to 120”.

**Featured Assortment**

- **The Premiere 4K UHD Single Laser Wireless Smart Short-Throw Projector with HDR**
  - Model: SP-LSP7TFAXZA
- **The Premiere 4K UHD Triple Laser Wireless Smart Short-Throw Projector with HDR**
  - Model: SP-LSP9TFAXZA
- **Pro Cinema 4050 4K 3LCD Projector with High Dynamic Range**
  - Model: 4050 PROJ V11H932120
- **Home Cinema 5050UBe 4K PRO-UHD 3LCD Projector with HDR**
  - Model: 5050UBE PROJ V11H931020
- **120” EpiqVision™ Ultra LS500 Short Throw Laser Projection TV with 4K PRO-UHD and HDR**
  - Model: LS500BATV120EP

**Featured Assortment**

- **1080p**
- **4K**
- **Ultra Short Throw Laser Projector TV with 4K PRO-UHD and HDR**
  - Model: L1550XUFD1080P
- **Home Cinema 5050UBe 4K PRO-UHD 3LCD Projector with HDR**
  - Model: 5050UBE PROJ V11H931020
Screen Innovations (SI) is a true innovator in the projection screen industry offering a host of screen options for every use and every budget. With fixed and motorized screens, zero edge screens, and even ambient light rejection screens that allow you to watch movies with the lights on, SI has the screen for you.

RowOne offers high quality, luxuriously comfortable home theater seating. Utilizing innovative, technology-driven designs in a variety of styles and cover options, they have options to complement any décor.

**Featured Assortment**

- Zero Edge Pro 150" ALR Projection Screen
  - ZPT150SL12
- Solo Pro 2 108" ALR Motorized Projection Screen
  - SPT108SL12
- Zero Gravity 133" ALR Motorized Projection Screen
  - ZPT133SL12AT
- Zero Edge Pro 120" ALR Projection Screen
  - ZPT120BD14

**RowOne**

- Prestige Straight 4-Chair Row with Loveseat Leather Power Recline Home Theater Seating
  - RO8016-R4LSP-BLK
- Galaxy 2-Arm Home Entertainment Seating
  - RO8016-08P-BLK
- Galaxy II 4-Chair Polyurethane Power Recline Home Theater Seating - Black
  - RO8068-04CP-BLK
- Galaxy II Straight 4-Chair Polyurethane Power Recline Home Theater Seating - Black
  - RO8068-04CP-BLK

**BEST BUY Home**

RO8016-SP-RBLK
RO8068-SP-RBLK
From entry level to ultra-luxury, there is truly something for everyone within the breadth of our assortment.

Did someone say what's possible? Shop at PAC while enjoying all the benefits that come with being a My Best Buy Rewards member. Free to join.

First Purchase
To us here at PAC, we care about relationships, first and foremost. The proof? How about 10% back in rewards on your first day of purchases with your My Best Buy® Credit Card?

Expert Staff
Paciﬁc Sales strives to cater to every customer’s speciﬁc needs, tastes and budget. With our non-commissioned staff, we’re here for you, every step of your journey.

Questions when you get home? Our Associates are happy to connect, virtually or in person, offering insight to best equip you with every solution possible.

Trade Programs
Become part of our vendor and trade programs to experience up to 15% in savings.

OFFERING
Best Buy Totaltech™
The membership your clients and their tech deserve. Free Geek Squad® tech support available 24/7/365. Up to 24 months of product protection on most Best Buy purchases, with active membership. Free delivery and standard installation.

Inspiration & Creativity...
Bringing your business to Paciﬁc Sales about a range truly rewarding beneﬁts. We’re talking savings, savings, and more savings. Full staff expertise and so many more valuable inside offerings you can’t ﬁnd just anywhere.

Explore some of the beneﬁts we proudly offer to our fresh-faced customers and home-owning veterans alike.

Flexible Financing Options
We’ve got your back. We understand your situation, we have ﬁnancing options, to help you make your dream a reality.

Trade Programs
See individual vendor collateral for available programs and rewards details in store.

Bringing your business to Paciﬁc Sales about a range truly rewarding beneﬁts. We’re talking savings, savings, and more savings. Full staff expertise and so many more valuable inside offerings you can’t ﬁnd just anywhere.

Expert Staff
Paciﬁc Sales strives to cater to every customer’s speciﬁc needs, tastes and budget. With our non-commissioned staff, we’re here for you, every step of your journey.

Questions when you get home? Our Associates are happy to connect, virtually or in person, offering insight to best equip you with every solution possible.

Trade Programs
Become part of our vendor and trade programs to experience up to 15% in savings.
Our stand-alone Pacific Sales Kitchen & Home showrooms offer a full assortment of entry-level to luxury appliance, outdoor and plumbing products.

Best Buy locations sell a curated product offering that is limited in scope to Pacific Sales standalone locations. Visit BestBuy.com for locations and hours.

Follow us on social for all things Pacific Sales, or visit PacificSales.com to find a showroom near you.